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ONLY IN CUBA

Fishing with 
balloons
After six decades under US embargo and Soviet-
inspired central planning, Cubans have become 
masters at finding ingenious solutions with 
extremely limited resources – like “balloon fishing”, 
a technique employing gov’t-subsidized condoms 
to pull expensive fish out of the ocean
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DRIVE IN Lindsey Bahr, AP Film Writer

Superb 'MancheSter by the 
Sea' SwellS with eMotion

It's hard to overstate the mag-
nificence of Kenneth Loner-

gan's "Manchester by the Sea ." 
His third feature following 
"You Can Count on Me" and 
"Margaret" is one that swells 
with the spectrum of human 
emotion. Humor, anger, cyni-
cism and love all crash into 
one another to create an elegant 
composition of image and sou-
nd that is filmmaking and story-
telling at its best.
It's centered on Lee Chandler 
(Casey Affleck), who we meet 
as a quiet custodian in Boston. 
He fixes clogged toilets and 
leaking showers for the tenan-
ts and shovels and salts the 
same walkway day after day 
with mechanical resolve. He is 

docile but stubborn and seems 
to have a deep disinterest in 
people. He is alone, but not lo-
nely and at night, he drinks and 
drinks and drinks. There is rage 
festering under the surface for 
reasons unclear. All we have 
are carefully chosen glimpses 
of the past, when Lee surrou-
nded himself with family and 
had spirit and life, but we don't 
know what happened to turn 
him into this shell.
Then his brother Joe (Kyle 
Chandler) suddenly dies and 
he must return to his hometown 
to take care of his teenage ne-
phew, Patrick (Lucas Hedges), 
a hot-headed but sensitive kid 
ill-equipped to deal with this 
tragedy.

di (Michelle Williams) that 
will surely become a fixture in 
awards reels this season. And 
yet, it's really the small mo-
ments and characters that add 
up to the whole - C.J. Wilson 
as a family friend, Tate Dono-
van as Patrick's hockey coach, 
Josh Hamilton as Joe's lawyer, 
to name a few.
But in the end it is Affleck's 
movie. In some other version 
of the universe, the role would 
have been played by Matt Da-
mon, who executive produced. 
Meaning no disrespect to the 
fine acting of Mr. Damon, what 
actually transpired was the ou-
tcome that was always meant 
to be. Affleck sinks into Lee's 
deep sadness and anger with 
mastery - it is a career defining 
performance and deserving of 

Lee's ghosts make the pictures-
que Manchester a cold and hel-
lish landscape. Everything is a 
reminder of why he had to leave 
in the first place and the nerve 
is still exposed. At least in Bos-
ton, he didn't have to see people 
who knew. He just had to deal 
with himself.
There is no easy way to conti-
nue talking about the plot wi-
thout mucking up the impact 
of the structure. Lonergan, who 
also wrote the script, allows 
the story to reveal itself to the 
audience, smartly weaving to-
gether past and present and 
building tension to a devasta-
ting crescendo midway through 
enhanced by the gorgeous cine-
matography of Jody Lee Lipes 

and Lesley Barber's sophistica-
ted score.
Tissues are, unsurprisingly, 
recommended, but the film is 
packed with genuine wit and 
humor too, often when least 
expected. In this way, it feels 
like life, where fits of laughter 
sometimes are the only relief 
from shattering moments.
The film offers rich perfor-
mances, too. Hedges, who 
had a small role in "Moonri-
se Kingdom," is beautifully 
affecting as a kid in flux - 
pushing the boundaries of the 
relationship with his reluctant 
guardian while trying to main-
tain a modicum of teenage nor-
malcy. And, of course, there's 
the scene that has everyone 
buzzing - a raw conversation 
between Lee and ex-wife Ran-

BOOK IT

John GriShaM returnS 
with 'the whiStler'

"The Whistler" (Doubleday), by John Grisham

all the accolades.
I saw "Manchester by the Sea" 
at the Sundance Film Festival in 
January and again recently and 
was delighted to find that it not 
only held up, but is even more 
rewarding and affecting the se-
cond time around. It is a film to 
be watched, re-watched, studied 
and celebrated as a singular tale 
of tragedy, grief and aftermath. 
The scope might be small, but do 
not mistake its impact - "Man-
chester by the Sea" is an epic 
American tragedy of the highest 
caliber.

"Manchester by the Sea," a Road-
side Attractions release, is rated R 

by the Motion Picture Association of 
America for "language throughout 
and some sexual content." Running 

time: 137 minutes.

tTUNES

StinG rockS out aGain with a 
faMiliar Sound

The first single on Sting's new album, 
"I Can't Stop Thinking About You," 

sounds like the love child of Police clas-
sics "Every Breath You Take" and "Can't 
Stand Losing You."
There are the achy lyrics of the former, 
which holds up well but has more of a 
stalker vibe than it seemed to the first time 
around. And there's the driving bass line 
of the latter, the style of playing that made 
Sting's former band one of the best of the 
1980s.
"57th and 9th" as a whole sounds a lot like 
Sting's old stuff, but that's not a bad thing. 
It's musically incredible and lyrically wi-
ser, though it also veers into self-impor-
tance at times — just as the old stuff did.
Unlike a lot of aging rockers living on 
past glory, Sting's return to rock 'n' roll 
from other projects seems driven more by 
a desire to return to something he loves 

than the need to make a buck. There's a payoff for waiting.
Recorded in a period of weeks, the album has spontaneity but also a rawness. He could have 
scrubbed a few clichés from the lyrics — the sands of time on one song, old rockers never die 
(they just fade away) on another — but the pulsating rush that was the hallmark of Sting's early 
work makes up for it.
A man who knows how to rock this well can be forgiven. It is good to have him back.

Scott Stroud, AP

Lucas Hedges (right), and Casey Affleck in a scene from "Manchester By The Sea"

John Grisham's latest novel, "The Whistler," 
involves the rich and powerful and abuse of 

the justice system.
The Florida Board on Judicial Conduct inves-
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tigates accusations involving judicial miscon-
duct. Judges need to be impartial, but if that 
appears not to be the case, then a team from 
the BJC investigates. Lacy Stoltz and her part-
ner, Hugo Hatch, are assigned to a potentially 
dangerous one when they talk to Greg Myers, 
someone who changed his name after being 
released from prison. He has obtained his li-
cense to practice law again, and with his con-
nections, he has access to insider information.
He tells Lacy and Hugo that a judge has not 
only sent an innocent man to jail, but is also 
working with a corrupt casino owner and 
taking massive kickbacks to insure the opera-
tion stays free from potential roadblocks.
Corruption is difficult to prove, especially 
when nobody is talking. The judge has co-
vered her tracks well, and those close to her 
aren't talking. A mysterious man who owns 
the casino might have ties to organized crime, 
and since it is such a huge money- making en-
terprise, he'll do anything to keep the money 
coming.
Grisham novels are crowd-pleasers because 
he knows how to satisfy readers who want 
to see injustice crushed, and justice truly pre-
vails for those who cannot buy influence.

Jeff Ayers, AP

Sting, "57th and 9th" (A&M/Interscope)

Casey Affleck
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NEWS OF THE WORLD

Juan Luis Rosello sat for three 
hours on the Malecon as the 
wind blew in from the Flori 

      da Straits, pushing the waves 
hard against the seawall of Hava-
na's coastal boulevard.
As darkness settled and the wind 
switched direction, Rosello pulled 
four condoms from a satchel and 
began to blow them up. When the 
contraceptives were the size of 
balloons, the 47-year-old cafeteria 
worker tied them together by their 
ends, attached them to the end of 
a baited fishing line and set them 
floating on the tide until they rea-
ched the end of his 750-foot line.
After six decades under U.S. em-
bargo and Soviet-inspired central 
planning, Cubans have become 
masters at finding ingenious so-
lutions with extremely limited 
resources. Few are as creative 
as what Havana's fishermen call 
"balloon fishing," a technique em-

ploying a couple of cents worth of 
government-subsidized condoms 
to pull fish worth an average mon-
th's salary from the ocean.
On any given night in Havana, do-
zens of men can be found "balloon 
fishing" along the Havana seawall, 
using their homemade floats to 
carry their lines as far as 900 feet 
into the coastal waters, where they 
also serve to keep the bait high in 
the water and to increase the line's 
resistance against the pull of a bo-
nito or red snapper.
"No one can cast the line that far 
by hand," said Ivan Muno, 56, who 
was fishing alongside Rosello.
For four more hours, he sat si-
lently as the dark sea pounded 
the rocks below the seawall, algae 
flashing green in the waves benea-
th an enormous creamy moon, the 
sounds of the city muffled by the 
wind and water. By midnight, he 
was heading home without a catch, 

but planning to return soon.
"This is the most effective way to 
fish," Rosello said. "Someone got 
this great idea and I can be here all 
night with the balloons out."

Cuba has been renowned for 
its fishing at least since the 
days of Ernest Hemingway, 

and foreigners by the thousands 
come each year to fish in waters 
largely protected by Cuba's lack of 
development.
Much of Cuba's coastline remains 
free of the large-scale building 
that has damaged ecosystems in 
the rest of the Caribbean. The is-
land's industrial fishing fleet was 
devastated by the fall of the Soviet 
Union.
For Cubans, taking advantage of 
one of their greatest resources re-
mains a challenge. For all but the 
wealthiest, even the smallest pri-

It's illegal to sell fish without a 
license in Cuba, and the balloon 
fisherman all said they are sim-

ply trying to feed their families. 
Privately, though, many acknow-
ledged that it would be crazy to do 
anything but sell a 30-pound fish 
that is worth a dollar a pound in a 
country with an average monthly 
state salary of about $25. 
While most Cubans can't afford to 
buy fish, Cuba's private restaurants, 
its growing upper middle class and 
the thousands of foreigners who live 
in the capital all are avid buyers.
Alex Romero, the 42-year-presi-
dent of the state-backed Old Hava-
na Federation of Fishermen, said 
balloon fisherman are as skilled as 
any angler and are getting more 
practiced as their technique gains 
in popularity.
"It's efficient and everyone uses 
it," he said. "It's the ingenuity that 
Cubans always show in resolving 
problems without spending a lot of 
money."

vate boats and the fuel for them 
are too expensive. Many Cubans 
have taken to riding out on inner 
tubes or blocks of industrial foam 
to catch larger fish, but the unsafe 
technique known as "cork fishing" 
has become the target of frequent 
coast guard crackdowns with steep 
fines.
"Balloon fishing" is cheaper, less 
risky and increasingly popular.
"There's no point in getting a 
3,000-peso (USD120) fine and your 
gear confiscated," said Leandro Ca-
sas, a self-employed construction 
worker fishing along the Malecon.
It's not clear exactly when the 
practice was adopted, but accor-
ding to local fishermen's lore, the 
inventor of the balloon technique 
in Cuba saw a video of South Afri-
cans fishing using kites and got the 
idea for using inflated condoms.
The highly subsidized condoms 
cost less than a cent apiece. Ordi-
nary party balloons sell for many 
times that price.

Andrea Rodriguez, AP, Havana

Inventive Cubans hunt 
expensive fish using 
inflated condoms

Mechanic Junior Torres Lopez ties inflated condoms together for his fishing line to keep his bait high in 
the water and increase his line’s resistance against the pull of heavy fish

Fishermen throw their fishing rods from Chivo beach as the sun sets in Havana

A man prepares his fishing gear on the malecon seawall in Havana

Fisherman floats on his raft made out of a tire inner tube, off Chivo beach Young fishermen pull their rafts made out of foam as they head to sea from Chivo Beach
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Dönnhoff oberhäuser 
Leistenberg riesLing 

Kabinett VDP grosse Lage 
2013
Luminous citrine with pastel lime 
hues, the composed nose presents lime 
peel, kumquat, starfruit, wet stone and 
jasmine. With sprightly acidity, structured 
minerality and slight petillance, the 
invigorating palate supplies lemon peel, 
calamansi, mangosteen, seashell and 
citrus blossom. Off-dry and medium-
bodied at 9.5%, the tangy entry continues 
through a fleshy mid-palate, leading to a 
lingering finish.

Dönnhoff 
riesLing trocKen 

2013
Pale citrine with light sunshine 
reflex, the fragrant nose offers 
lemon peel, grapefruit, seashell 
and citrus blossom. With 
bounteous acidity and palpable 
minerality, the lively palate 
delivers lime peel, pomelo, fresh 
herbs and rock salt. Medium-
bodied at 11.5%, the citrusy 
entry carries onto a saline mid-
palate, leading to a clean finish.

Dönnhoff norheimer 
KirschhecK riesLing 

sPätLese VDP grosse Lage 
2012
Rich citrine with bright golden reflex, the 
poised nose effuses pomelo peel, clementine, 
white peach, wet stone and orchard blossom. 
With bright acidity and clean minerality, 
the succulent palate delivers grapefruit 
peel, tangerine, nectarine, crushed rock and 
frangipane. Off-sweet and medium-full bodied 
at 8.5%, the peachy palate persists through a 
juicy mid-palate, leading to an adorable finish.

WORLD OF BACCHUS Jacky I.F. Cheong

If Bordeaux’s Grand Cru Classé wines are 
the vinous equivalent of Hollywood, the A-
Listers of Germany would resemble European 
cinema – the lack of bankable stars is more 
than compensated by a host of venerable na-
mes, such as Egon Müller, Joh. Jos. Prüm and 
Markus Molitor (all Mosel), as well as Graf 
von Schönborn and Kloster Eberbach (both 
Rheingau). Belonging to the same league as 
these illustrious names is Dönnhoff, which for 
decades has been recognised as the leading 
estate from the Nahe region, often described 
as the middle child of German Riesling.
When the Dönnhoff family first settled in 
Oberhausen an der Nahe in the 1750s, agri-
culture was their main focus, whereas viti-
culture and winemaking were but an additio-
nal source of income, typical of traditional 
European farmsteads at the time. Although 
Nahe wines were highly regarded during the 
19th century, the two World Wars and the 
post-war years were devastating, and it wou-
ld not be until the 1980s that Nahe gradually 
recovered its former glory.
The estate began to focus on wine production 
during the turbulent years of the Weimar Re-
public in the 1920s under Hermann Dönnhoff, 
and ownership and stewardship would pass 
through successive generations, including his 
son Hermann Dönnhoff Jr., grandson Hel-
mut Dönnhoff and great-grandson Cornelius 
Dönnhoff. It was the latter two who made the 
estate a household name, whilst the number of 

hectares under vine gradually grew from me-
rely 4ha to 25ha today, 80 percent of which is 
planted with Riesling. Helmut Dönnhoff and 
Cornelius Dönnhoff are often on the shortlists 
of German Winemaker of the Year, the father 
in 1999, and the son in 2016.
Whereas Nahe is renowned for its hugely 
diverse range of soil composition comprising 
the entire cycle of igneous, sedimentary and 
metamorphic rocks, Dönnhoff can be fairly 
described as Nahe in a nutshell. Its nine Ein-
zellagen (single vineyards) – each classified 
as Große Lage and three currently produce 
Großes Gewächs dry Rieslings – are located 
in five towns and villages, including alphabe-
tically Bad Kreuznach, Niederhausen an der 
Nahe, Norheim, Oberhausen an dr Nahe and 
Schloßböckelheim.
Each of the nine vineyards has its unique soil 
composition, leading to a beguiling range of 
Riesling styles across the sweetness spectrum. 
The only unifying factors amongst the vi-
neyards, it seems, are their outstanding quality 
and substantial cellaring ability, indeed the 
reasons why Dönnhoff is revered as one of 
the leading estates of Germany, and one of the 
leading Riesling producers in the world.

To discover the household name of Dönnhoff, 
contact Ms Guiomar Pedruco of Macau Fine 
Wine Bazaar Co. Ltd.; W: www.macaubazaar.
com.mo; E: guiomar@macaubazaar.com.mo; T: 
+853 2872 0025

Jacky I.F. Cheong is a legal professional by day and columnist by night. Having spent his formative years in Britain, France, and Ger-
many, he regularly writes about wine, fine arts, classical music, and politics in several languages

The Champion of Nahe

cantoneSe

Grand iMperial court
5pm – 12midnight
T: 8802 2539
Level 2, MGM MACAU

iMperial court 
Monday - Friday
11am - 3pm / 6pm - 11pm
Saturday, Sunday & Public Holidays
10am - 3pm / 3pm - 11pm 
T: 8802 2361
VIP Hotel Lobby, MGM MACAU

beiJinG kitchen
Level 1, Grand Hyatt Macau
Opening Hours
11:30am – 24:00

kaM lai heen
Grand Lapa, Macau
956-1110 Avenida da  Amizade, 2/F
T: 8793 3821
11:00 - 15:00 / 18:00 – 22:00
(Close on Tuesday)

ShanGhai Min
Level 1, The Shops at The Boulevard
Opening Hours
11:00 – 15:00; 18:00 - 22:30

 
ShanGhai
catalpa Garden
Mon - Sunday
11:00 - 15:00 / 17:30 - 23:00
Hotel Royal, 2-4
Estrada da Vitoria
T: 28552222

RESTAURANTS french

aux beaux artS
Monday – Friday
6pm – 12midnight
Saturday – Sunday
11am – 12midnight
T: 8802 2319
Grande Praça, MGM MACAU

Global
hard rock cafe
Level 2, Hard Rock Hotel
Opening Hours
Monday to Sunday : 11:00 - 02:00
Sunday : 10:00 - 02:00

café bela ViSta
Grand Lapa, Macau
956-1110 Avenida da Amizade, 2/F
T: 87933871
Mon -Thurs
06:30 – 15:00 / 6:00 – 22:00
Fri – Sunday
06:30 – 22:00

Mezza9 Macau
Level 3, Grand Hyatt Macau
Opening Hours
Dinner: 5:30 – 11:00

Vida rica (reStaurant)
2/F, Avenida Dr Sun Yat Sen, NAPE
T:  8805 8918
Mon - Sunday
6:30 – 14:30 / 18:00 – 23:00

Morton’S of chicaGo 
The Venetian(r) Macao-Resort-Hotel 
Taipa, Macau 
T:853 8117 5000 
mortons.com
• Bar 
Open daily at 3pm 
• Dining Room 
Monday - Saturday: 13:00 - 23:00 
Sunday: 17:00 - 22:00

aba bar
5pm – 12midnight
T: 8802 2319
Grande Praça, MGM MACAU

paStry bar
10am – 8pm 
T: 8802 2324
Level 1, MGM MACAU

roSSio
7am – 11pm 
T: 8802 2372
Grande Praça, MGM MACAU

Square eiGht
24 hours
T: 8802 2389
Level 1, MGM MACAU

italian
la Gondola
Mon - Sunday
11:00am – 11:00pm
Praia de Cheoc Van, Coloane, 
next to swimming  pool
T: 2888 0156

portofino
Casino Level1, Shop 1039,
The Venetian Macao
TEL: +853 8118 9950

afrikana
Monday to Sunday
6:00pm – 3:00am
Location : AfriKana, Macau Fisherman’s Wharf
Telephone Number : (853) 8299 3678

barS & pubS

38 lounGe
Altrira Macau,
Avenida de Kwong Tung, 38/F Taipa
Sun-Thu: 13:00 – 02:00
Fri, Sat and Eve of public holiday: 
15:00 – 03:00

r bar
Level 1, Hard Rock Hotel
Opening Hours
Sun to Thu:
11:00 – 23:00
Fri & Sat:
11:00 – 24:00

bellini lounGe
Casino Level 1, Shop 1041,
The Venetian Macao
CONTACT US:
Tel: +853 8118 9940
Daily: 16:00 - 04:00

d2
Macau Fisherman's Wharf
Edf. New Orleans III
Macau

Vida rica bar
2/F, Avenida Dr. Sun Yat Sen, NAPE
T: 8805 8928
Monday to Thusday: 12:00 – 00:00
Friday: 12:00 – 01:00
Saturday: 14:00 – 01:00
Sunday:  14:00 – 00:00

VaSco
Grand Lapa, Macau
956-1110 Avenida da Amizade, 2/F
T: 8793 3831
Monday to Thursday: 18:30 – 12:00
Friday to Saturday: 18:00 – 02:00
Sunday: 18:00 – 24:00

JapaneSe
ShinJi by kaneSaka
Level 1, Crown Towers
Lunch 12:00 - 15:00
Dinner 18:00 - 23:00
Closed on
Tuesday (Lunch and Dinner)
Wednesday (Lunch)

aSian pacific
aSia kitchen
Level 2, SOHO at City of Dreams
Opening Hours
11:00 – 23:00

Golden paVilion
Level 1, Casino at City of Dreams
Opening Hours
24 Hours

Golden peacock
Casino Level1, Shop 1037,
The Venetian Macao
TEL: +853 8118 9696
Monday - Sunday:
11:00 - 23:00

portuGueSe
clube Militar
975 Avenida da Praia Grande
T: 2871 4000
12:30 – 15:00 / 19:00 – 23:00

fernando’S
9 Praia de Hac Sa, Coloane
T: 2888 2264
12:00 – 21:30

thai

naaM
Grand Lapa, Macau
956-1110  Avenida da Amizade, The Resort
T: 8793 4818
12:00 – 14:30 / 18:30 – 22:30 
(Close on Mondays)
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FOOD & BEVERAGE Bree Fowler, AP

THANKSGIVING IS A CHORE, EVEN 
WITH MARTHA STEWART’S HELP

Even for the best home che-
fs, Thanksgiving is a lot of 

work.
And whether you’re hosting 
friends or family, it’s a pressure 
cooker of a feast. Dry birds and 
burnt stuffing have a way of tur-
ning into tales told long after the 
plates are cleared.
Martha Stewart is here to help. 
A meal-preparation company 
she’s lent her name to, Martha & 
Marley Spoon, will send you re-
cipes and all the ingredients you 
need for a decadent Thanksgiving 
feast.
Unlike packages offered by many 
supermarkets and restaurants, you 

still have to do your own cooking 
(watch me do it here: youtu.be/
XY5TMdcFhdw). And we’re 
talking about a complete feast for 
eight to 10 people, unlike rival 
services that just do sides or fo-
cus on quick meals for couples. 
Martha Stewart’s package is rare 
in offering an all-inclusive meal 
you make yourself.
But these aren’t your grandma’s 
recipes. The meal might feel like 
restaurant cooking, even though 
you did all the work. You sacri-
fice tradition, though you save 
time and avoid agony fighting 
crowds during what would proba-
bly be multiple shopping trips.

WHAT’S IN THE BOX?
Martha & Marley Spoon sent 
me a package to try out. The 
Associated Press picked up 
the tab for it, and I hosted an 
early Thanksgiving dinner with 
family and friends. I found the 
price reasonable, compared with 
what I’d pay buying all the in-
gredients individually. The pa-
ckage costs about USD180, or 
$120 if you provide your own 
turkey. There’s even enough for 
leftovers.
The package comes with every-
thing you need to make mashed 
potatoes, gravy, roasted Brussels 
sprouts, stuffing and apple pie. 

There are no shortcuts, like a 
premade pie crust or bread cubes 
for stuffing. Everything’s from 
scratch.
The turkey is frozen, so if you 
ordered one, the company will 
send it out about a week before 
Thanksgiving to allow time for 
thawing (my 12.5-pound bird 
took about four days to defrost). 
A separate box for the side dishes 
will arrive just a few days before 
the feast.
That’s not a lot of time, but 
you don’t want to get fresh ve-
ggies too early and have them 
go bad before you cook. The 
company will email you tips 
for getting parts of the cooking 
done ahead of time, but the-
re’s no substitute for good 
planning and organization, just 
like every other Thanksgiving 
dinner.

THE COOKING
I found the recipes easy to pull 
off. They are written clearly and 
include helpful photos.
But it still took a full day to make 
everything. I peeled and chopped 
and sauteed for hours. And I had 
to open that nasty bag of turkey 
guts tucked inside of the bird, 
fish out the giblets and make a 
stock for what would eventually 
become tasty gravy.
For me, the biggest challenge 
was getting everything in and out 
of the oven in time for dinner. 
The turkey, apple pie and two of 
the three side dishes needed to 
bake at some point and at various 
temperatures.
When it was all over, I was 
exhausted and still had a feast 
to host. Do as much as you can 
the night before, then enlist your 
family and friends to help. Even 
a simplified Thanksgiving is too 
much work for one person.

PERSONAL TASTES
The downside of simplified re-
cipes is that when you cut out 
ingredients and steps, you cut 
out the “wow” as well. Advan-
ced cooks might find themselves 
wanting to doctor the recipes a 
bit.
Some of the dishes, including 
the turkey, tasted underseasoned. 
The apple pie was a big hit, but 
could have used a liberal dose of 
cinnamon. And while the mashed 
potatoes were over-the-top rich, 
they were still bland.
The notable exception was the 
stuffing, which was packed with 
onion, celery, fresh parsley, sage 
and dried cherries. And while I’m 
generally not a fan of Brussels 
sprouts, or mustard sauces, se-
veral of my guests said they en-
joyed that dish as well, pointing 
to its bright flavors.

RIGHT FOR YOU?
This might be a good option for 
rookie cooks looking to host 
Thanksgiving for the first time, 
without cheating and buying 
everything premade.
But if your family is wedded to 
certain traditional dishes and 
cooking methods, you might 
feel sad — or end up visiting the 
grocery store anyway to add your 
favorites to the feast.
I missed the sweet potato dish I 
make every year. I also missed 
my Louisiana-native husband’s 
fantastic fried turkey. And my 
family would riot if the meal di-
dn’t include cranberry sauce and 
pumpkin pie.
Even the least picky cook is 
going to need to add a few things. 
The pie cries out for ice cream, 
and you might want bread for the 
table. Simple appetizers would be 
good as well, along with lots of 
wine. But these are things your 
guests can bring.
In the end, does it really matter? 
Isn’t Thanksgiving more about 
the people you’re with, rather 
than what you eat?
Probably, unless you’re talking 
about my sweet potatoes.

Food and ingredients in a shipping container for a Thanksgiving dinner from Martha 
& Marley Spoon in New York Food from a Thanksgiving dinner from Martha & Marley Spoon
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WHAT’S ON ...

trails, observing cultural phenomena on the city 
edges of their own regions, enabling an exchange of 
concepts aesthetically transformed into final pieces 
on show in this exhibition

time: 12pm-7pm (closed on Tuesdays, open on 
public holidays)
untiL: December 4, 2016 
Venue: Ox Warehouse, intersection of Av. Coronel 
Mesquita and Av. do Almirante Lacerda 
enquiries: (853) 2853 0026  
aDmission: Free 
organizer: Urban Hikes - Ox Warehouse, Lost in 
the Möbius - Ox Warehouse, Art Square Taina 
http://oxwarehouse.blogspot.com

tueSday (noV 22)
macau arts WinDoW 2016: DWeLLing on 
objects – fragments DraWn by yuen-yi Lo

Trained in the fields of Communication Design and 
Fine Arts in Hong Kong, Italy and Britain, Yuen-yi 
Lo is an artist, writer and lecturer based now in 
Macau and Hong Kong. Most of her artworks are in 
the form of drawing or visual ethnography, taking 
on scripts and graphics and old objects, while her 
writing explores such themes as art and culture, 
feminism and oral history. She once contributed 
writings about art and living on a weekly basis 
to Mingpao, a mainstream newspaper in Hong 
Kong, and 76 pieces of them have been compiled 
into "Drawing the Writing". Her other publications 
include Love messages across the centuries: 21 
letters to Parisian artists, A room and a journal of 
nüshu, women’s script. She has held solo shows 
and taken part in joint exhibitions in Macau, Hong 
Kong, Taiwan and Britain. She is currently teaching 
at the Faculty of Education, University of Macau.

time: 10am-7pm (no admission after 6:30 pm, 
closed on Mondays)
untiL: December 4, 2016 
Venue: Macau Museum of Art, Av. Xian Xing Hai, 
s/n, NAPE 
aDmission: MOP5 (free on Sundays and public 
holidays)  
enquiries: (853) 8791 9814 
http://www.mam.gov.mo

wedneSday (noV 23)
“memories of moments - macau anD 
LusoPhone african anD asian regions in 
PhotograPh PostcarDs” exhibition

A photograph postcard is a dual source of 
information, where an image on the front, which 
demonstrates the photographer’s vision of the 
society, is complemented with a personal message 
on the back. Messages on postcards are written 
accounts of experiences and happenings in 
different parts of the world and thus enhance the 
value of postcards as documents. The 20th century 
marked the beginning of international circulation 
of postcards and popularization of photography in 
world history. The exhibition features a selection 
of over 260 photograph postcards from the image 
collection of the Archives of Macau to present a big 

Sunday (noV 20)
2016 future stars of baLLet - hong Peng 
Wa baLLet schooL

“2016 Future Stars of Ballet” is the 34th anniversary 
performance of Hong Peng Wa Ballet School. This 
annual performance casts more than 200 students 
and consists of a variety of classical and modern 
Ballet. The dancers of National Ballet of China will 
also be invited to perform in the performance.

time: 3:15pm
Venue: Macau Cultural Centre, Avenida Xian Xing 
Hai s/n, Nape  
aDmission: MOP50, MOP100, MOP150, MOP300
organize: Hong Peng Wa Ballet School
enquiries: (853) 2875 0722
http://www.ccm.gov.mo  
ticKeting enquiries: (853) 2855 5555 
http://www.macauticket.com

the enchanting reD boat – an ePisoDe of 
the cantonese oPera cuLture

The Exhibition features nearly 100 artefacts, 
including the most representative artefacts of the 
Macau Museum related to Cantonese Opera, and 
other materials, photos and collections provided by 
Cantonese Opera associations and organizations, 
illustrating the history and development of 
Cantonese Opera in Macau. 

time: 10am-6pm (no admission after 5:30 pm), 
closed on Mondays (open on public holidays, free to 
public on 15th of every month)  
untiL: November 27, 2016
aDmission: MOP15 
Venue: Praceta do Museu de Macau 112  
organizer: Macau Museum 
enquiries: (853) 2835 7911  
www.macaumuseum.gov.mo

Monday (noV 21)
urban hiKes – an exchange exhibition by 
taiWan, hong Kong anD macau artists 
Taiwanese artist Li-Chen Loh, Hong Kong artist 
Lee Chun Fung and Macau artist Gigi Lee hike the 

today (noV 18)
aD Lib – recent WorKs by Konstantin 
bessmertny

This year, the exhibition Ad Lib – Recent Works of 
Konstantin Bessmertny is going to be held in the 
Macau Museum of Art. Thirty-four sets of work, 
which consist of paintings, sculptures, installations 
and videos from Mr. Bessmertny, will be displayed 
here. There is not a unifying theme, just like its 
Latin title which means “at one’s pleasure”. In 
this generous exhibition space, the artist seems 
to improvise a bustling and humorous show that 
echoes different social phenomena, reflecting 
Bessmertny’s personal musings.

time: 10am-7pm (No admission after 6:30 pm, 
closed on Mondays)
untiL: May 28, 2017 
Venue: Macau Museum of Art, Av. Xian Xing Hai, 
s/n, NAPE 
aDmission: MOP5 (Free on Sundays and public 
holidays)  
enquiries: (853) 8791 9814 
http://www.mam.gov.mo

toMorrow (noV 19)
WorLD heritage imagery

This time, Macau Chinese Orchestra performs 
the two concerts “Autumn” and “Spring” at the 
Mandarin’s House. Let’s take a leisurely walk around 
the historic site with enchanting melodies.
Mozart: Divertimento in D Major, K. 136; Franz 
Danzi: Wind Quintet in A Major, Op. 68 No.1; 
Tradicional Chinesa  / Arr. Zhou Hong De:  Bu Bu 
Gao ( Rising Higher Step by Step); Mao Yuen, Lau 
Ti Shan / Arr. Zhou Hong De: Dance of the Yao 
Tribe; Ivanovici /Arr. Zhou Hong De :  Danube Waves 
Waltz; Schubert: Military March will be included in 
this concert.

time: 4pm
Venue: Mandarin’s House
aDmission: Free 
enquiries: (853) 2853 0782 
organize: Macao Orchestra 
http://www.icm.gov.mo/om
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picture of the history and art, urban-architecture, 
ethnography, economic development, natural 
environment and other aspects of life in Macau 
and Angola, Cape Verde, the former Portuguese 
India, Guinea-Bissau, Mozambique, São Tomé and 
Principe and East Timor since the first decades of 
the 20th century.  

time: 10am-6pm (no admission after 6:30 pm, 
closed on Mondays)
untiL: December 4, 2016 
Venue: Archives of Macau  
No. 91-93, Avenida do Conselheiro Ferreira de 
Almeida, Macau
aDmission: Free
enquiries: (853) 2836 6866
http://www.icm.gov.mo/en

thurSday (noV 24)
“the WorLD in coLour anD inK – coLLection 
of feeLings to huangshan anD jingDezhen 
WorK exhibition” 
This exhibition features a total of 33 pieces (sets) 
of Chinese painting, western painting and Chinese 
calligraphy by 11 Macau artists, featuring three 
pieces of artworks from each artist. In addition, the 
artists’ experimental paintings on porcelain created 
during the trip to Huangshan and Jingdezhen, are 
also showcased in this exhibition for the first time.
Through creativity, the artists express their most 
genuine emotions and convey what they have seen 
and heard. Their works depict the spectacular 
landscapes of Huangshan and the unique 
appearance of Jingdezhen. Macau artists travelled 
to Huangshan and Jingdezhen to participate 
in drawing, painting and calligraphy exchange 
activities.

time: 7am-7pm (no admission after 6:30 pm, 
closed on Mondays)
Date: November 23-30, 2016 
Venue: Mount Fortress Corridor, located at 
Caminho dos Artilheiros, Beco dos Artilheiros, 
Macau 
aDmission: Free  
enquiries: (853) 8988 4000
http://www.mam.gov.mo
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